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machines of
of all
Bunn is
is one
one of
of the
the leading
leading manufacturers
manufacturers of coffee
coffee makers,
makers, and
and it produces
produces machines
shapes
and
sizes.
One
popular
item
in
its
product
line
is
the
single
cup
brewing
model,
shapes and sizes. One popular item in its product line is the single cup brewing model, and
and
unfortunately for
them, they
they may
may have
havebeen
beenunwittingly
unwittingly at risk
unfortunately
forthousands
thousands of
of consumers
consumers who use
use them,
every time they turned the
the power
power on
on to
to brew
brew aa cup
cup of
of coffee.
coffee. This
This was
was brought to
to light
lightbased
based on
announcement that
that Bunn
Bunn is
is initiating
initiating aa massive
the announcement
massive recall
recall for
for these
these products.
products.

According
According to
to Consumer
Consumer Reports:
“Bunn has
“Bunn
has recalled
recalled 35,600
35,600 single-cup
single-cup pod
pod brewers
brewers because
because the drawer of the
the coffeemaker
coffeemaker can
can
open
unexpectedly
during
a
brew
cycle,
posing
a
burn
hazard
to
consumers.
The
company
has
open unexpectedly during a brew cycle, posing a burn hazard to consumers. The company has
reports of
of the
the drawer
drawer opening
openinginappropriately,
inappropriately, including
including one report of minor burns.
received 10 reports

The recall
recall includes
includes the
the MCP (My
(My Café
Pourover) and
andMCA
MCA (My
(My Café Automatic) models
with
Café Pourover)
models with
following serial
the following
serial numbers
numbers (located on the bottom):

MCA:
MCA: MCA0001000
MCA0001000 through
through MCA0015807
MCP: MCP0001000 through MCP0029895

The Consumer
Consumer Product Safety Commission is
is advising
advising consumers
consumers to
to stop
stop using
using the
the recalled
recalled
coffeemakers
and
contact
Bunn
to
obtain
two
replacement
pod
drawers.”
coffeemakers and contact Bunn to obtain two replacement pod drawers.”
Perhaps
the most
most dangerous
dangerouspart
partof
of using
using aa defective
defective product
product is
is that
that it’s
it’s
Perhaps the
that no
no one
one suspects
suspects that
until it’s
injuries given
defective until
it’stoo
toolate.
late.As
Asaaresult,
result,people
peopleare
are completely
completelyexposed
exposed to serious
serious injuries
their inherent vulnerability.
vulnerability. IfIfyou
or
someone
you
love
has
been
injured
by
a
defective
product,
you or someone you love has been injured by a
Sacramento products
products liability
liability attorneys
contact the Sacramento
attorneys at
at Demas
Demas &
&Rosenthal
Rosenthal today
today to
to schedule
schedule aa
initial consultation.
free initial
consultation.The
Thefirm
firmhas
hasbeen
beenrepresenting
representing clients
clients successfully
successfully against
against negligent
corporations
for
many
years.
corporations for many years.

